Abstract. We demonstrate that evaluations of the Tutte polynomial, T (x, y) can be used for counting certain families of partial graph orientations. We first prove that the number of acyclic partial orientations of a graph is 2 g T (3, 1/2) and the number of strongly connected partial orientations of a graph is 2 |V |−1 T (1/2, 3). We introduce cut minimal partial orientation and cycle minimal partial orientations providing generalizations of Gioan's q-connected full orientations and Greene and Zaslavsky's minimal full orientations respectively, and we apply these objects in proving that the number of partial orientations modulo cycle reversals is 2 g T (3, 1) and the number of partial orientations modulo cut reversals is 2 |V |−1 T (1, 3). Additionally, we introduce cycle-path minimal partial orientations which provide distinguished partial orientations with a given indegree sequence, and we highlight a close connection between the cut minimal and cycle minimal partial orientations and Lawrence ideals from combinatorial commutative algebra. We conclude with "edge chromatic" generalizations of the quantities presented, which allow for a new interpretation of the reliability polynomial for all probabilities, p with 0 < p < 1/2.
Introduction
The Tutte polynomial is the most general bivariate polynomial which can be defined using deletion-contraction, and there are several known evaluations of the Tutte polynomial which count certain families of graph orientations. In particular, Stanley [22] showed that T (2, 0) counts the number of acyclic orientations of a graph and Las Vergnas [15] showed that T (0, 2) counts the number of strongly connected orientations of a graph. These two facts are dual for planar graphs because acyclic orientations of a plane graph induce strongly connected orientations of its dual, while the Tutte polynomial of the dual graph is obtained by interchanging the variables. We extend these two results to partial orientations by proving via deletion-contraction that the number of acyclic partial orientations of a graph is 2 g T (3, 1/2) and the number of strongly connected partial orientations of a graph is 2 |V |−1 T (1/2, 3).
Gioan [9] presented a unified framework for understanding the orientation based interpretations of the integer evaluations of T (x, y) for 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 2 using directed cut reversals, directed cycle reversals, and a convolution formula for the Tutte polynomial in terms of the cyclic flats of a graph. In the process, Gioan introduced the notion of orientations with a quasi sink which give distinguished representatives for orientations modulo cut reversals and are counted by T (1, 2). On the other hand, it was shown by Stanley [23] that the indegree sequences of full orientations are counted by T (1, 2), and another interpretation of this quantity was given by Gioan as the number of full orientations modulo cycle reversals. This quantity has yet another interpretation as the set of full orientations such that the cyclic part is minimal in the sense of Greene and Zaslavsky [11, Corollary 8.2] or Bernardi [6] , as these give distinguished representatives for the set of full orientations modulo cycle reversals.
Using a total order on the edges and a fixed reference orientation of our graph, we introduce cut minimal and cycle minimal partial orientations which extend Gioan's qconnected orientations and Greene and Zaslavsky's minimal orientations respectively. Cut minimal partial orientations are more matroidal than Gioan's q-connected orientations, even in the case of full orientations, as they do not require the notion of a vertex. The cut minimal partial orientations give unique representatives for the equivalence classes of partial orientations modulo cut reversals which we prove are enumerated by 2 |V |−1 T (1, 3) . Similarly, the cycle minimal partial orientations give distinguished representatives for the equivalence classes of partial orientations modulo cycle reversals which we prove are enumerated by 2 g T (3, 1).
In [2] , the author generalized Gioan's cycle reversal, cocycle reversal, and cyclecocycle reversal systems to partial orientations by the addition of edge pivots. It was demonstrated that two partial orientations have the same indegree sequence if and only if they are equivalent by cycle reversals and edge pivots. We strengthen this result and introduce cycle-path minimal partial orientations which give distinguished representatives for the set of partial orientations with a fixed indegree sequence.
Lawrence ideals are certain binomial ideals associated to lattices, and in [7, 18, 14] the Lawrence ideals associated to the cut and cycle lattices were investigated in the context of combinatorial commutative algebra and algebraic statistics. These ideals have distinguished Gröbner bases encoding cut reversals and cycle reversals, and we explain how these objects lend themselves to alternate proofs of existence and uniqueness for cut minimal and cycle minimal partial orientations.
We conclude by describing edge chromatic generalizations of the objects counted in this paper where one allows the oriented edges to take on one of k colors and the unoriented edges take one of l colors. We give formulas for the number of such objects using the Tutte polynomial and we apply (k, l)-chromatic cut minimal partial orientations give a new interpretation of the reliability polynomial for all probabilities between 0 and 1/2.
Our enumerative results follow from weighted deletion-contraction relations which seem to appear naturally in the context of the Potts model from physics, e.g. [21] , and the V -polynomial from knot theory [20] . In [21] we find that Sokal writes "Let me conclude by observing that numerous specific evaluations of the Tutte polynomial have been given combinatorial interpretations, as counting some set of objects associated to the graph G ... It would be an interesting project to seek to extend these counting problems to "counting with weights"." Perhaps this paper is a step in the direction which Sokal envisioned.
Acyclic and Strongly Connected Partial Orientations
All graphs considered in this paper will be undirected and connected although they may have multiple edges or loops. We set m = |E(G)| and n = |V (G)|. The genus of a graph, g is the quantity m − n + 1. A partial orientation of a graph is an orientation of a subset of the edges, and we say that the remaining edges are unoriented. A partial orientation of a directed graph is acyclic if it contains no directed cycles, and a partial orientation is strongly connected if it does not contain any directed cuts. A strongly connected full orientation of a directed graph is most commonly defined as containing a directed path between each ordered pair of vertices, but this is equivalent to the condition that the orientation does not contain any directed cuts. An acyclic partial orientation of a loopless digraph is one which can be extended to a full acyclic orientation, and a strongly connected partial orientation of a bridgeless graph is one which can be extended to a strongly connected full orientation [8] . Moreover, these objects are dual for plane graphs. Proof. Let f (G) be the number of acyclic partial orientations of G. Assuming that e is not a loop, we claim that f (G) = 2f (G\e)+f (G/e). Given a partial orientation of G\e we can extend this to a partial orientation of G in at least two ways: we can leave e unoriented or we can orient it in one of the two possible directions. Suppose that both orientations of e cause a cycle to appear. This is true if and only if there is a directed path from u to v and a directed path from v to u, contradicting the acyclicity of O. If there is no path from u to v or v to u then both orientations preserve acyclicity and this occurs precisely when the orientation obtained by contracting e is acyclic, hence the relation above. Now we need to check that the proposed function also satisfies this relationship:
. If e is a bridge then f (G) = 3f (G/e), and if e is a loop, f (G) = 2 · 1/2f (G/e). Proof. Let f (G) be the number of strongly connected partial orientations of G. Assuming that e is not a bridge, we claim that f (G) = f (G \ e) + 2f (G/e). Given a partial orientation of G \ e we can extend this to a strongly connected partial orientation of G in at least two ways: we can leave e unoriented or we can orient it in at least one of the two directions. Suppose that both orientations of e cause a directed cut to appear. Let (X, X c ) and (Y, Y c ) be the two associated cuts. It easy each to check that either (
is already consistently oriented, a contradiction. Both orientations of e preserve strong connectedness if and only if the deletion of e yields a strongly connected orientation, hence we obtain the desired relation. Now we need to check that the proposed function satisfies the above recurrence:
We note that for plane graphs there is a duality relating the exponents appearing in front of the Tutte polynomial in the two previous theorems. By Euler's formula, the genus g of a plane graph is one less than the number of faces, which is one less than the number of vertices of the dual plane graph.
In [4, 3] a different extension of Stanley's theorem is given. Their setup is to start with a fixed acyclic partial orientation, also called an acyclic mixed graph, and count the number of ways this can be completed to a full acyclic orientation using an evaluation of a chromatic polynomial which they associate to the mixed graph. Another pair of related papers is [12, 13] , where the authors use acyclic partial orientations for proving the G-Shi conjecture. They prove that the regions of the bigraphical arrangement are in bijection with certain types of acyclic partial orientations which they call A-admissible. They also prove that the number of regions of a generic bigraphical arrangement is 2 n−1 T (3/2, 1), a value which appears somewhat similar to the one obtained in Theorem 2.1.
Cut Minimal, Cycle Minimal and Cycle-Path Minimal Partial Orientations
In this section we are concerned with 3 different operations on partial graph orientations. These operations are called cut (cocycle) reversals, cycle reversals, and edge pivots. In a cut reversal, the edges in a directed cut are reversed. Similarly, in a cycle reversal, the edges in a directed cycle are reversed. Cut reversals and cycle reversals were introduced by Gioan [10] for full orientations, the former of which generalizes Mosesian's pushing down operation [19] for acyclic orientations. Given a vertex v incident to an unoriented edge e and an edge e oriented towards v, an edge pivot is the operation of unorienting e and orienting e towards v. The notion of an edge pivot was introduced by the author in [2] for the study of partial orientations. See Figure 2 for an illustration of these operations. Given a partial orientation O, we will refer to its indegree sequence D O which is a vector whose ith entry is the number of edges oriented towards the ith vertex. We remark that for the study of divisors on graph we take the indegree minus one, but the -1 is not important for the considerations of this paper, hence we omit it.
In what follows, we work with a pair (<, A) where < is a total order on the edges and A is a full orientation of the graph. We should consider A as a reference orientation of the graph to which we can compare other partial orientations. We first explain how these objects generalize Gioan's orientations with a quasisink, known elsewhere as q-connected orientations or root connected orientations. These are the full orientation such that there exists a vertex q from which every other vertex is reachable by a directed path, and they generalize Mosesian's root connected acyclic orientation [19] which are counted by T (1, 0), e.g. [5] . It is easy to see that this definition is equivalent to the statement that each directed cut is oriented away from q. These orientations were rediscovered by An, Baker, Kuperberg and Shokrieh [1] , who observed that their associated divisors are the break divisors of Mikhalkin and Zharkov [16] offset by a chip at q. To see how q-connected orientations can be realized as cut minimal orientation, take a spanning tree T with all of the edges oriented away from q and label them with with the integers from 1 to n − 1 so that each edge has a smaller label than it's descendants, e.g. by depth first search or breadth first search. Extend this order and orientation of T arbitrarily to a total order of the edges and full orientation of the graph (<, A). We claim that the q-connected orientations are precisely the cut minimal orientations with respect to (<, A). For any directed cut, the minimum edge in this cut is the smallest edge which also appears in T , therefore this cut is minimal if and only if it is oriented away from q. We call any pair (<, A) coming from such a construction, a q-connected pair. Theorem 3.2. Each partial orientation O is equivalent via cut reversals to a unique cut minimal orientation, which can be obtained greedily.
Proof. We proceed greedily by picking nonminimal directed cuts in O and reversing them. We first claim that this process will terminate. Supposing that this is not the case, we must without loss of generality return to O. Let e be the minimum edge in O which was reversed in some cut C before returning to O. This edge is minimal in C as well as some other cut C which was reversed when e was reoriented. Therefore, either C or C was minimal when it was reversed, a contradiction.
To prove uniqueness, we should first prove that if two partial orientations are related by cut reversals then their symmetric difference decomposes as a disjoint collection of directed cuts from which the statement follows immediately. If O and O are related by cut reversals, then their corresponding indegree sequences D O and D O are related by chip-firing, i.e. D O − D O = Qf , where Q is the Laplacian matrix and f is some integer vector. Because the kernel of the Laplacian is generated by the all one's vector, we may assume with out loss of generality that f ≥ 0 and f (v) = 0 for some v. Let X be the support of f , then (X, X c ) forms a directed cut in O which we can reverse and induct on the size of the support of f . In the case of strongly connected full orientations, the following definition agrees with that of Greene and Zaslavsky [11, Corollary 8.2] . A different notion of a cycleminimal full orientation, called an α-minimal orientation appears in Bernardi [6] which is constructed from a combinatorial map, i.e. a ribbon graph structure as opposed to a total order on the edges and a reference orientation. Unfortunately, providing a self contained definition of Bernardi's α-minimal orientations would take us beyond the scope of this paper. Proof. The proof is the same as (dual to) the proof of Theorem 3.2. We can greedily reverse nonminimal cycles until we eventually reach a cycle minimal partial orientation. Uniqueness follows from the fact that if two partial orientations differ by cycle reversals, then their difference decomposes as an edge disjoint union of directed cycles.
Greene and Zaslavsky [11, Corollary 8.3] note that the number of strongly connected orientations of a plane graph G such that all of the cycles are orientated counterclockwise is T (0, 1) since there exist pairs (<, A) which makes this set the collection of cycle minimal strongly connected orientations. It seems worth noting that the set of pairs (<, A) which accomplish this task are in bijection with the set of q-connected pairs (<, A) of the dual graph as q-connected acyclic orientations of a plane graph induce strongly connected orientations of the dual with no counterclockwise oriented cycles and vice versa.
We can similarly define a cycle-cut minimal partial orientation to be one which is both cycle minimal and cut minimal. Because the set of edges which belong to directed cycles and directed cuts is disjoint and preserved under cut and cycle reversals, we obtain the following corollary of Theorems 3.2 and Theorem 3.4.
Corollary 3.5. Every partial orientation is equivalent by cycle reversals and cut reversals to a unique cycle-cut minimal partial orientation.
We now employ cut minimal and cycle minimal partial orientations to obtain formulas for the number of partial orientations modulo cut reversals and the number of partial orientations modulo cycle reversals. Theorem 3.6. The number of partial orientations of a graph G modulo cut reversals is 2 n−1 T (1, 3) .
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, it is equivalent to prove that the number of cut minimal partial orientations, f (G) is 2 n−1 T (1, 3). Because this quantity is independent of (<, A), we take this pair to be a q-connected pair. Let e = (q, v) be the minimum edge in G with respect to <, and suppose that e is not a loop or cut edge. We claim that f (G) = f (G \ e) + 2f (G/e). First we note that there is a bijection between cut minimal orientations of f (G) we with e oriented in the opposite direction of A, i.e. towards q, and cut minimal orientations of f (G \ e). Also, there is a bijection between cut minimal orientations of G with e unoriented and cut minimal orientations of f (G/e). The same is true for cut minimal orientations of f (G) with e oriented in the same direction as in A, hence the given deletion contraction relations holds. For e a cut edge, f (G) = 2 · 1f (G/e) and if e is a loop then f (G) = 3f (G/e) from which the theorem follows. Proof. By Theorem 3.4, it is equivalent to prove that the number of cycle minimal partial orientations, f (G) is 2 g T (3, 1). We will show that f (G) = 2f (G \ e) + f (G/e). Let e = (q, v) be neither a bridge nor a loop. We first construct a pair (<, A) by taking e to be the minimum labeled edge and orient it towards v. We then label the rest of the edges incident to q, 2 through deg(q) and orient them towards q. We now extend this arbitrarily to a pair (<, A). We first observe that there is a bijection between cycle minimal orientations with e oriented towards q and cycle minimal orientations of G/e. There is a bijection between cycle minimal orientations of G with e oriented towards v and cycle minimal orientations of G \ (q, v). The same is true for (q, v) unoriented, hence the deletion contraction holds. Finally, if e is a cut edge, then f (G) = 3f (G \ e) and if e is a loop, f (G) = 2 · 1f (G/e).
We now show how an arbitrary pair (<, A) naturally picks out a distinguished partial orientation representing a given indegree sequence. We call a directed path with the addition of an unoriented edge incident to the terminal vertex a half open path. For discussing the orientation of the edges in a half open path, we imagine that the unoriented edge has the orientation which would allow us to extend the given path. Note that an unoriented edge may have different orientations depending on which half open path we are considering. We say that a half open path is minimal if its minimum edge is oriented in the same direction as in A. If a half open path is nonminimal, we can perform a sequence of edge pivots to reverse the orientation of its edges. We call such a sequence of edge pivots, a Jacob's ladder cascade [2, Definition 3.2], but for the sake of brevity, we will usually refer to this operation as a cascade. See Figure 5 . As shown in the author's previous paper [2, Lemma 3.1], two partial orientations have the same indegree sequence if and only if one can be obtained from the other a collection of edge pivots and cycle reversals. Before demonstrating the existence and uniqueness of cycle-path minimal partial orientations, we will need the following strengthening of this result.
Lemma 3.9. Any two partial orientations which have the same indegree sequence are related by an edge disjoint union of cycle reversals and Jacob's ladder cascades.
Proof. Let O and O be two partial orientations which are related by edge pivots and cycle reversals. Let S be the set of edges in O with different orientations in O , and e be an unoriented edge belonging to S which is oriented toward v in O . Begin a directed walk backwards from v in S along edges which are oriented oppositely in O . Eventually this path will either return to some vertex already visited, giving a directed cycle C, or it will terminate at some vertex incident to an edge which would extend the path, but is unoriented in O . In the former case we can reverse this directed cycle and induct on |S|. In the latter case we have a half open path such that we can perform the corresponding cascade and again induction on |S|. Proof. We first prove existence. Given a partial orientation O, we may perform cascades and cycle reversals greedily to eliminate all nonminimal half-open paths and cycles. Supposing that this process does not terminate, we must, without loss of generality, return to O. As in previous arguments we restrict attention to the minimum labeled edge in O (possibly unoriented) which was part of a cascade or a cycle reversal before returning to O and we find that it could not have changed orientation twice, a contradiction.
Suppose that there exists two cycle-path minimal partial orientations, which are related by edge pivots and cycle reversals. By Lemma 3.9 they are related by an edge disjoint union of cascades and cycle reversals. Any half open path appearing in this set is minimal, contradiction the fact that the half open path obtained by a cascade in O is also minimal. Therefore the set of cascades is empty and we reduce to Theorem 3.4.
As mentioned above, any two partial orientations with the same indegree sequence are equivalent by cycle reversals and edge pivots, hence cycle-path minimal orientations provide distinguished partial orientations with a given indegree sequence. The number of indegree sequences of full orientations is counted by T (2, 1), but for partial orientations there does not seem to be a simple formula in terms of the Tutte polynomial. One basic reason is that there exist different trees on the same number of vertices with different numbers of indegree sequences coming from partial orientations. For example, the path on three edges has 21 indegree sequences while the star on three edges has 20.
Lawrence Ideals
Mohammadi and Shokrieh [18] and Kateri, Mohammadi, and Sturmfels [14] investigated the Lawrence ideals associated to the cut and cycle lattices respectively and proved that these ideals have universal Gröbner bases which encode directed cut reversals and cycle reversals. The latter set of authors were motivated by a connection with algebraic statistics described in [7] . We briefly recall the construction of these ideals, their distinguished Gröbner bases, and explain how they lend themselves to alternate proofs of Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.4.
Given a lattice Λ ⊂ Z m , we can associate a Lawrence ideal, I Λ =< x u + y u − −x u − y u + : u ∈ Λ >, where u + and u − are the positive and negative parts of the vector u respectively. Fix a pair (<, A). Let e i be the i-th edge with respect to < which is oriented as in A andē i to be the i-th edge with the opposite orientation. Let R = K[x 1 , . . . , x m , y 1 , . . . , y m ] be the polynomial ring in 2m variables. We define a map φ from oriented edges to variables: φ(e i ) = x i , φ(ē i ) = y i , and we extend this to partial orientations by setting
. Given a directed cut B, we defineB to be the reverse directed cut, and given a directed cycle C, we defineC to be the reverse directed cycle. We let
It was shown in [18, Proposition 7.8] and [14, Lemma 3.1] that the set of binomials in B and C associated to minimal cuts and simple cycles form universal Gröbner bases for the Lawrence ideal associated to the cut and cycle lattices respectively. In particular this shows that we can change our input data (<, A) by permuting the first m and second m variables similarly, or interchanging x i 's for y i 's, and our cuts and cycles remain a reverse lexicographic Gröbner basis. Encoding a partial orientation as a squarefree monomial and interpreting division by elements of B and C as cut reversals and cycle reversals, we obtain Theorem 3.2, and Theorem 3.4 because division by a Gröbner basis always yields a unique remainder.
Similar to the way we are able to encode directed cut reversals and cycle reversal using binomials, we can also describe Jacob's ladder cascades. Given a half open path P , we defineP to be the half open path obtained by the corresponding cascade, and take
By Theorem 3.10, we find that the set C ∪ P is reverse lexicographic Gröbner basis for the ideal which it generates. We conjecture that this set is also a universal Gröbner basis, although they are not obviously Lawrence ideals so a priori the seemingly relevant [24, Theorem 7.1] of Sturmfels does not apply.
Edge Chromatic Extensions and the Reliability Polynomial
In this section we describe "edge chromatic" generalizations of the previous enumerations and illustrate a relationship with the reliability polynomial. We define a (k,l)-chromatic partial orientation to be a partial orientation obtained by assigning each of the oriented edges one of k colors and the unoriented edges one of l colors. We leave it to the reader to verify the following generalizations of our previous results.
• The number of (k, l)-chromatic acyclic partial orientations of a graph is
• The number of (k, l)-chromatic strongly connected partial orientations of a graph is
• The number of (k, l)-chromatic cycle minimal partial orientations of a graph G is k n−1 (k + l) g T ( 2k + l k , 1).
• The number of (k, l)-chromatic cut minimal partial orientations of a graph is (k + l) n−1 k g T (1, 2k + l k ).
We note that if we plug in (k, l) = (1, 0), we recover previously known results for full orientations. If we take k fixed (or more generally k = o(l)), the number of (k, l)-chromatic cycle minimal partial orientations asymptotically approaches the number of (k, l)-chromatic acyclic partial orientations and we conclude that asymptotically a random (k, l)-chromatic cycle minimal partial orientations is trivially cycle minimal because it has no directed cycles. The same observation holds for (k, l)-chromatic cut minimal partial orientations and (k, l)-chromatic strongly connected partial orientations.
The reliability polynomial of an undirected graph is R(p) = (1−p) n−1 p g T (1, 1 p ). If we remove each edge in the graph with probability p, then R(p) is the probability that our remaining subgraph is connected and spans the vertices. For p a rational number, this is easy to prove using weighted deletion contraction techniques, e.g. as illustrated in earlier proofs, and the general statement follows by continuity. We now show that (k, l)-chromatic cut minimal partial orientations of a graph allow for a different interpretation of R(p) for all probabilities with 0 < p < Theorem 5.1. Let p be a rational probability between 0 and 1/2, and write p = k 2k+l with k and l positive integers. The evaluation of the reliability polynomial, R(p) is the probability that a randomly chosen (k, l)-chromatic partial orientation is cut-minimal.
Proof. The probability that a randomly chosen (k, l)-chromatic partial orientation is cut-minimal is (k + l) n−1 k g T (1,
Corollary 5.2. If we orient each edge in a graph G with probability p in either direction and leave it unoriented with probability 1 − 2p, then R(p) is the probability that the randomly chosen partial orientation is cut minimal.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 5.1 by continuity.
In [17] Mohammadi investigates system reliability in the context of directed cuts and partial orientations via combinatorial commutative algebra. It would interesting if one could apply the setup from her paper to give an algebraic reinterpretation of the previous result.
